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Find the words in the word search.
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BALLET
THOUGHT

STRANGER
SQUEEZE

NEARLY
DINING

ALPHABET
LIMB

SILENCE
BALANCE

SINCE
CERTAIN



Find the words in the word search.
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EQUIPMENT
BUDGE
VERSE

ORPHAN
FASTEN
DOUBT

DESCRIBE
RUDE

MEANT
ROYAL
BRAIN

EXPLODE



Find the words in the word search.
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BASEMENT
CHIMNEY
PARADE

LOYAL
DITCH

EIGHTY

SIGN
RECESS

EQUATOR
EDITOR

BEWARE
FURTHER



Find the words in the word search.
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EVERYBODY
SUGAR
GEAR
LOSE

BATTLE
FREIGHT

GEOGRAPHY
SLICE

CLOAK
ABROAD

RACCOON
MATCHES



Put these words in alphabetical order:
exercise, explode, difficulty, energy, final, daughter, fifth, famous

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________
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Put these words in alphabetical order:
alphabet, araction, biography, backyard, advance, balance, author, area

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________



Put these words in alphabetical order:
special, scare, perfume, measure, quarter, sign, stitch, silent

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________
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Put these words in alphabetical order:
weekend, weakness, southern, weight, wrien, worthy, vacation, travel

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________
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Unscramble the leers to make real words.

SCELAIP

SGURA

ASRDDES

SAERT

GTLNEE

INOR

SEEPCH

FUTLE

TILORA

CONRTYU

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________
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Unscramble the leers to make real words.

CIMHNYE

FTURUE

MILIOLN

RLYAO

ILASND

LIIDUQ

AWUFL

RMTEOE

BANIR

BSEAMNTE

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________
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Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

keyboard        keyeboard        keyboarde        keybord

hungree           hongrey          hungery         hungry

 
litening          lightning           loitening            lightnin

bicycle            bikecycle            bycycle             bisycle

mussle           muscel           muscele         muscle

author          ather           authore          authur
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Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

soccer        sokker        socker         soccre

craude         crowde         crowd         crowed

mauniter       maunitor        monitore       monitor

vacation       vacaation        vacachun       vacashan

aufficer          oficer           officer         offisher

doctor         doktor           docter          dockter
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Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

beleve           beleive           believe          beleev

knee              nee              ne              kne

enormus         eenormous          enormous        enormuse

minute            minit          minete           minnute

police          paulise           poleice           polise

circel           cyrcle           sircle            circle
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Circle the correct spelling of the words you see.

picket           piket            pickete             pickit

nefew          nepfew         nephew         neffew

stile             style               stylle            stylee

highway           hiway            hieway            hiiway

aomobile        atomobile        automobil      automobile

leader           leeder             leder              laeder  
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Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

exercise
explode
excite

example

promote
prove

parents
presence

Blue is an ____________ of a color.

When a firework goes up into the air, it will _________.

Don't ___________ the dog, he is almost asleep!

My _____________ drive me to school every day.

Commercials on TV are used to ___________ products.

It is good to get some _________ 5 days per week.

The principal's ________________ made the students behave.

I don't believe you.   You are going to have to __________ it.
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Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

injure
creature

temperature
muscle

alphabet
elephant

invitation
multiplication

The __________________ has big ears and a big trunk.

When you flex your arm, your ____________ gets bigger.

Did you get the _______________ to my party?

The lion is truly an amazing _______________.

You may ____________ your leg if you fall from your bike.

It is important to know the leers of the ________________.

It is cold outside.  The ________________is very low.

It is important to know your ______________tables.
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Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

knock
knight

kangaroo
kneel

daily
dairy
diary

director

The _______________ rode in on his horse and saved the day.

He writes his thoughts in his _____________ every night.

The newspaper comes to our step ______________.

Remember to _______________ on the door.

Milk and eggs are example of _____________ items.

The _______________ is the boss on the movie set.

You have to _____________ down to reach the boom shelf.

The ______________ is an animal that hops to get around.
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Use the words below to fill in the blanks.

shining
special

signature
stormy

search
sense

silence
stranger

When there is no sound there is _____________.

The new bike was _____________ in the sun.

When he met the celebrity, he was sure to get her ___________.

The ___________ of smell is just one of five total.

The night became dark, windy and _____________.

A person you have not met is a _______________.

They had to ____________ everywhere before finding the keys.

Some people call your birthday your _____________ day.


